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BACK ON TOP AGAIN •
•

MEN'S SQUASH BEATS HARVARD, WINS 14th NATIONAL TITLE

COURTESY OF Catalina Pelaez '14
CELEBRATION: The Trinity Men's Squash team celebrates their 6-3 victory over Harvard this past Sunday, Feb. 24. Pictured above is the Men's Squash team and Coach Assaiante following their win.

Victory: Men's Squash beats Harvard
to secure 14th National Championship
NICK AUERBACH '14
SPORTS EDITOR

Trinitarians, you waited with bated breath
for all to be right in the world again. Now that
the squash gods have finally spoken, and have
chosen decidedly in your favor, it seems order
has been restored to the cosmos. This is
because on Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013, the Trinity
College men's squash team regained supremacy as College Squash Association (CSA) national champions. Capping off another perfect sea son, they knocked off St. Lawrence University,
Yale University,
and finally
Harvard
University this past weekend at Yale's Brady
Squash Center en route to their 14th Potter
Trophy. Once the well-deserved celebrations
have died down all over campus, please be sure
to consider what this year's team, and their
success, means in the context of the past 15
years.
The No. 3 ranked Crimson secured their

spot in the National Championship with a 5-4
defeat against the No. 2 ranked P rinceton in
the semi-finals. Tied 4-4 and down 2-0 in
games, Harvard's Gary Power surmounted an
improbable comeback at the No. 4 spot against
Princeton's Dylan Ward, who was a key part of
the Tigers' win against Trinity in last year's
final. After learning that they would face a top
heavy Harvard team to determine Nationals,
Head Coach Paul Assaiante prepared his squad
accordingly, hoping they would play with the
same kind of resilience they had showed all
year. The players heeded their coach's advice
and were able to hold off Harvard 6-3. Feeding
off the support from a huge fan base in attendance, as well as from historic squash alumni
attending the match (such as Baset Chadhry
and Gustav Detter), Trinity played with an
unmatched fervor.

see TRINITY on page 16
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COURTESY OF Catalina Pelaez '14
Coach Assaiante and the Men's Squash team celebrate their win against Harvard.
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Tripod Editorial
Ain't nobody got time for Trinity Days
We have been in school for
a little over a month, and once
again, it is time for our precious Trinity Days. Meant as
a time to "catch up on work,"
the campus becomes a barren
wasteland sprinkled with students who chose to stay
because they live too far away
- or even because they actually wanted to catch up on
work. During Trinity Days
both semesters of my freshman year I was relieved to
have the chance to go home
for a quick trip. Sophomore
year I said no and happily
bopped around New England,
and this year I am stubbornly
lugging myself home.
I have nothing against
going home, it is the fact that
I feel like I just got here. And
when we return from Trinity
Days we will have two weeks
here and then there we go
again - spring break. As if we
didn't have long enough at
home, we had over a month
off for winter break, and even
longer if you came back from
abroad like myself. Winter
break itself was nearly the
death of me. The time leading
up to Christmas was a perfect
adjustment period for readjusting back to America, but
then January rolled around
and one by one my friends

from home returned to their
schools. So there I sat for
nearly two weeks of January
in my basement watching
"Downton Abbey" for days at a
time.
I have outgrown the age
where I look at school breaks
as heaven-sent, especially
now when they are given out
like candy. Lots of candy. It's
great for a few days, but at a
point all I want to do is just
get back to school already.
Toward the middle of the
semester I am antsy to get out
of this bubble, and right now
is not the middle of the semester. It is 34 days into the
semester and I simply am not
ready to leave.
Trinity Days also creates a
hassle for getting home .
While it is fairly easy for
those who live in New
England, I am six and a half
hours by car, an hour flight
(that requires too much
advanced planning for this
moment in time), or a fivehour train. I'm not going to
stay here because my friends
are scattering throughout
New England, which leaves
me no other option than to
return home. I also don't
want to drive home six and a
half alone, as the last time I
did that I ended up having too

much me time and was talking to myself by the end of the
drive. So instead I will grudgingly take the train down the
coast.
Trinity should reconsider
how they schedule these days ,
because right now it simply
feels like they are wasting my
time. I feel like once I get
back from Trinity Days and
then Spring Break, it will be
April and then I will be a sen ior, and then I will graduate,
which I am not ready to do.
Instead of getting these two
consecutive days off, we
should have two days off in
separate weeks, alleviating
the schoolwork at various
times rather than all at once.
Having these days off on holidays throughout the spring
semester would give us two
three-day weekends
and
would be less pressure to
leave campus. But as for this
weekend, I will spend my time
once again catching up on
"Downton Abbey," waiting to
return.

-MHB

The high cost of a Trinity education
The total cost of attending
Trinity College for the 20122013 academic year is approximately $57,530. According to
U.S. Census Bureau, the
median household income in
America was $50,504 in 2011 .
This means that a Trinity edu cation costs $7,476 more than
the median American household made in 2011 (the median household income figures
for 2012 have not yet been
released).
In general, tuition at colleges and universities has
been rapidly increasing. In
October 2012, CNN reported
that tuition and fees at private colleges increased (on
average) by 4.2% from 2011 to
2012. Public universities have
also experienced decreased
funding that has led to tuition
increases. The CNN report
also notes that states have
decreased funding of public
universities by 17.4% since
2007. According to the report,
the average cost of college for
the 2012-2013 academic year
at a public four-year college is
$22,261. The average cost of
attending a four-year private
college for the 2012-2013 academic year is $43,289 (Trinity
costs $14,241 more than this
average). Yet while tuition is
increasing, national median
household income has been on
the decline. The national
household median income

decreased from $51,144 to
$50,502 from 2010 to 2011 . An
article published in the Wall
Street Journal in September
2012 notes that median household income in 2011 was down
9% from its peak in 1999.
Even
more
surprisingly,
according to the Wall Street
Journal there were 46.2 million Americans below the
poverty line in 2011 (I make
note of these statistics to illustrate how significant paying
$57,530 a year really is).
According to The Trinity
Tripod archives, the total cost
of attending Trinity in 1985
was $13,100. This means that
from 1985 to 2013 tuition
increased by 339 percent. In
light of these statistics it is
important to consider whether
our education is worth the
price we pay. Trinity was
ranked by U.S. News as the
third most expensive college
in the U.S. for the 2012-2013
academic year but only ranked
as number 38 on U.S. News
"National Liberal Arts College
Rankings" list. How can the
administration and trustees
justify a sticker price that
landed them on U.S. News
most expensive college list
when Trinity consistently
ranks as the least competitive
college in the NESCAC?
The administration and
trustees need to address the
shortfalls between the price

we pay to attend Trinity and
the opportunities that Trinity
provides
its
students .
Unfortunately, the recent
actions taken by the administration and trustees do almost
nothing to address this discrepancy. Emphasis needs to
be placed on academic reform
that increases the academic
prestige of Trinity and that
improves student opportunities so that paying $57,530 a
year can be justified.

Tripo u Editorials represent the view s of the ex ecutive board of
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Trinity College gives more weight to school run athletic teams
CHANEL PALACIOS '14
OPINIONS EDITOR

A Trinity College team
made history this weekend.
But it's not the squash team
we're talking about here. It's
the Equestrian Team. Wait
there's an Equestrian Team?
Who would have thunk? There
is indeed, and they've come a
long way recently, so much
that they deserve a lot more
attention than they are getting now.
Three years ago, the team
had never won a horse show,
finished a season, or hosted a
horse show. In the past three
years though, some big
changes have been made.
Since the 2010-2011 school
year, the team has finished
numerous horse shows, seasons, won high point team,
and even hosted horse shows.
And this year, Jennifer
Dorfman '14 has qualified to
go to nationals, the first student from Trinity College to
ever do so. As co-captain of the
equestrian team for the second
year, Dorfman has some
impressive talents. Yet many
students do not know about
the equestrian team or how
much they've achieved.
Each year, the Equestrian
Team participates in about ten
shows (for those who don't
know, it's the equivalent of a
match or a meet) against other
schools. These shows allow
them to qualify first for
regionals, then for zones, and
then for nationals. Students
compete individually, and each
point won gets them closer to
the national championships.
At the end of the season,
Dorfman had the most points
of anyone m her division,
automatically sending her to
nationals. It's the first time a
student from Trinity qualified
for nationals in any way, let
alone directly. But the glory is
not hers alone.
Mallory Taylor '15, Annie
Gardner '15, Brooke Moore

'15, Co-Captain Emily Sesko
'14, Alix de Gramont '15, and
Erin Barney '15 have all qualified for regionals, with the
hopes of making it to zones
and eventually nationals.
While Dorfman will also compete in regionals, there is
more pressure on her team
members to win so that they
may continue on their path
and bring Trinity some recognition.
Dorfman, as well as her fellow team members , brings
some much deserved attention
to the equestrian team, and
club sports in general. Many
do not know what it takes to
be a part of a club sport, or the
difference between club sports
and varsity sports. The main
difference between the two is
that varsity sports are fully
funded, and school operated.
Club sports are not. This is
the main difference, but it
points to the larger issue, in
which the Trinity community
ignores very important organizations.
Just like varsity sports,
they are composed of Trinity
students who compete against
other schools such as Yale and
Sacred Heart. Yet while
Sacred Heart's equestrian
team is considered a varsity
sport, at Trinity College, riding is simply a club sport.
There are of course complicated political decisions that
go into making a sport a varsity sport. This should not hinder the recognition that club
sports receive, but it does. No
one knows the hard work that
goes into it. For the equestrian
team, it means a lot. Riders
take lessons anywhere from
once a week to every single
day. They participate in intercollegiate horse shows. On top
of all that, because they are
only a club sport they must
fund most of their own needs.
The SGA gives money to clubs
based on a request submitted.
While the SGA covers the
show entries, in other words

the actual competitions, the
team is left to pay for lessons,
travel, clothes, and coaching
fees. It's a lot of money, but
well worth it. Dues have
helped the team find a new
coach, Amy Kriwitsky, who
has helped the team improve
drastically in the past three
years. The Equestrian team is
often seen as an elite club
sport, but this is because of
the limited funding provided
to them. It begs the question
of what if someone who wanted to be a part of the team but
could not afford it? Since SGA
provides limited funding, the
team would have to rally
together and help each other
out.
Besides the issue of funding, there are also other problems blocking the equestrian
team from becoming a varsity
sport. Schools must have an
equal number of men's and
women's sports. Although the
equestrian team is co-ed, the
team is comprised of only
females this year. This means
that another team would have
to go varsity along with them.
Yet there is no shortage of club
teams that are unacknowledged.
When one clicks on the
Trinity link for athletics, all
the varsity sports are listed
along with schedules and
updates. Yet to find the club
sports, you need to go through
student life, then clubs and
organizations, and then to
club sports and recreational
activities. It's a complicated
maze that most won't go
through to find club sports.
The clubs update their own
pages, but their pages look
very lackluster in comparison
to the athletics website.
Of course, it's not simply
the equestrian team who
deserves some acknowledgment. There are many other
club sports that not only are
impressive, but represent the
perks of being a club sport.
The Ski team is also on cam -

pus, and gained some recognition during blizzard Nemo,
when they were seen skiing
and snowboarding around
campus. Would this have been
allowed if they were a varsity
team? Most likely not.
Coaches would almost certainly be upset if their players
would putting themselves at
risk like that. But this is a
perk of being a club sport. You
have the freedom to practice
whenever and wherever you
would like.
The Club Water Polo team
also merits some recognition.
Alex Zhang '14 and Alex Loy
'15 recently established the
team just last fall. As a result,
they've yet to compete but
have high hopes for the team.
The team plans to play against
other local schools and travel
in the future . The excitement
of starting a club team is evident, and the captains are
undeterred by the difference
between club and varsity
sports. Loy remarks, "The
biggest difference is power of
the
student
participant.
Varsity is run by the school
and by a school hired coach,
with specific regulations and
an agenda. Club teams seem
to be run by the students, and
they can take it as far as they
choose to. Naturally, non-varsity organizations enjoy much
more freedom in structure and
regulations."
It speaks to a larger issue.
Trinity gives more weight to
school run organizations and
activities than it does to stu dent run organizations. While
Trinity boasts a large number
of organizations, many of
them are unheard of, despite
the effort and time that gets
put in. Is this a fault of the
administration? It's hard to
determine.
Playing for varsity sports is
more attractive to some students, because they receive
more privileges than club
sports. Varsity sports have
access to meals during off

hours. Football even gets
tutors just for them. There is a
whole block of time at dinner
that classes aren't allowed to
be held, because it would
interfere with athletics. Is this
the right message for academics? It's another issue for
another article, but those privileges are envious if you are a
part of a club sport. Yet varsity teams can envy club teams
for their freedom in choosing
their own coaches, their own
meeting times, and they way
they run their team.
This suggests that perhaps
the pros outweigh the cons.
The freedom of a student run
organization cannot be underestimated. As the club Water
Polo Team gets settled and
works toward competitions,
the Equestrian Team has also
benefitted from being student
run. Three years ago, the team
was struggling with an undedicated coach who was not helping Trinity succeed. Alumnae
Nicole Pucci '11 , Abbie Smitka
'11, and Mel Meyer '11 used
the freedom given to them as
captains of a student run club
sport to replace their coach. As
a result, the Trinity equestrian team has flourished. But
this should not come at the
expense of being disregarded
by the school. It's disheartening to see our school be so
uninvolved beyond the scope
of our own interests. This does
not deter Dorfman from her
goal though, which is nationals. She is not to be bothered
or distracted, because when
asked for a quote she responded "But I have to go to the
barn!" This dedication is what
needs to be recognized and
admired.
The Trinity Equestrian
Team deserves some praise,
and congratulations. May the
club Water Polo team also gain
some praise for starting something new, and remaining
hopeful. Good luck to the
Equestrian team at regionals,
zones, and nationals.

COURTESY OF JEN DORFMAN '14

COU RTESY OF JEN DORFMAN ' 14

COURTESY OF JEN DORFMAN '14

Jennifer Dorfman qualified for nationals.

The Trinity College Equestrian Team, gathered here at UConn with their coach, boasts several members who qualified fo r regionals.

The equestrian captains celebrate their wins.

Opinjons put forth in thjs section are those of the writers themselves and cb not reflect the views of The Trinity Tri.pod nor of its staff.
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Charitable efforts misdiagnose and mistreat the ills of society
BRYAN FARB '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It is not our duty to help
the poor. It is our duty to cre·
ate a society where being poor
is impossible. Millions of
Americans
spend
large
amounts of time and money
trying to help those in need.
There is a good chance that
you and your family are a
part of that group.
Maybe you volunteer for
Do It Day, mentor inner-city
students,
or
buy
Thanksgiving turkeys for
families who cannot afford
them. Of course, these acts
create positive outcomes, but
they also present the following problems:
1. Charity treats the
symptoms of structural injustices, but does not address its
causes. Donating to a food
bank will feed hungry people,
but it does nothing to keep
those people from going hungry again.
In a world with such abundant resources, every human
being has the right to never
worry about having enough to
eat. We need to aim at incorporating that right into law,
and charity takes the wrong
approach.
2. Charity perpetuates the
injustices it seeks to address.
One, it distracts the giver
from feeling an appropriate
sense of moral outrage toward
the fact that over one billion
people in the world live on
less than a dollar a day. As
David Hilfiker, in his article,
"Justice and the Limits of
Charity," puts it, "you come

down and volunteer for a
while, or you write a check,
and it feels good.
Perhaps you develop a
close relationship with a formerly homeless man with
AIDS, and you realize your
common humanity. You feel a
real satisfaction in that. You
bring your children. But in
the process you risk forgetting what a scandal it is that
[the shelter] or your local
soup kitchen is needed in the
first place, forgetting that it
is no coincidence your new
friend is black, poor, illiterate, and unskilled."
We should wake up every
morning and go to sleep each
night upset with the fact that
while we are benefitting from
an outstanding educational
opportunity at Trinity, as well
as all the other elements of
our lives that gave us that
opportunity, thousands of
people live in poverty just
outside this school's gates.
This may motivate you to volunteer at a local charity or
school, but in volunteering
that time , the outrage that
inspired you to volunteer in
the first place fades, and
gives you the feeling that you
are doing all you can do .
Charity can lead to the sentiment amongst citizens and
government officials that
everything is okay.
3. Over time, charity
strips away the dignity of the
recipient. Consistent charity
asserts two distinct roles,
giver and receiver. Rather
than fight inequality, this
relationship reinforces it,
exempting the recipient from

the normal social requirement
to give in return, which has
troubling effects on that person's sense of personal dignity. A vast majority of us in the
Trinity community can only
try to imagine the shame
involved in depending on the
good will of others to survive,
and the long-term psychological effects that would have on
us.
In his lecture, "First as
Tragedy, Then as Farce,"
Slavoj Zizek highlights the
core of the problem with charity, comparing the charitable
to slave owners who treated
their slaves well. These slave
owners, Zizek contends, were
the most harmful, because
they "prevented the horror of
the system being realized by
those who suffered from it,
and understood by those who
contemplated it."
This critique lends itself to
policy advocacy as the proper
alternative to charity. Instead
of trying to help those in need,
we need to advocate for a society that eliminates that need.
We should spend our time
raising awareness
about
structural injustice, and lobbying for policies that restructure society to guarantee
basic rights. This may seem
daunting, but it is the right
thing to do.
There is, however, a less
obvious and more feasible
alternative-engaging in a type
of philanthropy that escapes
the above criticisms. Ken
Tsunoda, executive director of
the Sager Family Traveling
Foundation and Roadshow, a
major philanthropic enter-

prise that focuses on "helping
people help themselves,"
details how philanthropies
can take a strategic approach
to
creating
sustainable
improvements for communities in need. Through various
forms of empowerment and
human development, such as
education, job training, and
providing capital for individuals to start small businesses,
philanthropy can go beyond
merely treating the symptoms of injustice, or prolonging the problem, by actively
granting individuals access to
the opportunities that the
systemic inequalities of society denies them. While this
method does not properly aim
at social overhaul, it can
empower individuals and
communities to escape the
detrimental effects of unjust

social structures.
Government is the only
entity capable of reconfiguring society so that poverty can
no longer exist. This understanding encourages individuals to lobby government to
reform the systemic factors
leading to poverty and other
injustices.
However,
the
Sager
Foundation shows that government advocacy is not the
only way to fight injustice.
Rather, these types of philanthropy, and others, such as
research, are legitimate ways
of pursuing justice. As citizens in an unjust world, it is
our responsibility to make
that world just. There may be
multiple ways of pursuing
that goal, but handing out
turkeys on Thanksgiving is
not one of them.

COURTESY OF www.ifood.tv
Americans benefit from soup kitchens where impoverished citizens can recieve a hot meal.

Gun control reforlll should not be elllotionally lllotivated
DAISY LETENDRE '13

and a ban on ammunition
limiting magazines to 10
rounds, among others.
Gun control supporters
The first issue with the
look to capitalize following a President's proposals is that
horrific tragedy. In the wake they would not have preventof the Sandy Hook shooting ed the Sandy Hook massacre
Democrats in Congress and or the 2012 theater shooting
President Obama are scram- in Aurora, Colorado from
bling to push any and all gun occurring, as the weapons and
control legislation possible. ammunition used in both
Obama sees the Sandy Hook assaults were purchased
shooting as a call for stricter legally (The weapon used in
gun
control
the Newtown
In the wake of the
laws and yet
shooting was
he overlooks
Sandy Hook shooting
p u r ch a s ed
the fact that Democrats in Congress and legally
by
law-abiding
.
Nancy Lanza
President Obama are
whose
son
Americans,
while sharing scrambling to push any and Adam stole it
in the grief of all gun control legislation from her).
what
happossible.
Second, the
pened
in
President's
Newtown, Conn. still value proposals define militarytheir Second Amendment style assault weapons accordright to keep and bear arms.
ing to how a gun looks, not
The President's initiative according to the firearm's
to reduce gun violence con- effectiveness or actual killing
tains within it various power. Many guns used for
restrictions including four sport, and untouched by the
legislative proposals and 19 President's proposals, are
executive actions. The leg- more dangerous than these so
islative proposals include called "military-style" assault
universal background checks weapons. In fact, according to
for all looking to purchase FBI data, less than three perfirearms, a crack-down on cent of murders in the United
gun trafficking, a ban on mil- States for which the murder
itary-style assault weapons weapon is known are commitCONTRIBUTING WRITER

ted with military-assault
rifles, regardless of how we
define them.
Third, the most dangerous
aspect of these gun control
proposals is the effect they
have
on the American
Constitution and our individual
liberties.
President
Obama and Vice President
Biden have both been quoted
saying that "anything is
worth it even if one life can be
saved." Yet, doing away with
a constitutional liberty is too
great a price to pay - especially when the legislative
proposals will not be effective
anyway.
Senator Lindsey Graham
(R-SC) released a statement
in January following the
Sandy Hook shooting and
President Obama's subsequent gun control proposal.
Graham states that "one bullet in the hands of a homicidal maniac is one too many.
But in the case of a young
mother defending her children against a home invader
- a real-life event which
recently
occurred
near
Atlanta - six bullets may not
be enough.
Criminals aren't going to
follow legislation limiting
magazine capacity. However,

a limit could put law-abiding sacrificing the individual libcitizens at a distinct disad- erties as enumerated by the
vantage when confronting a Constitution because of the
criminal."
actions of the few.
The Second Amendment
President Obama's legisla has been subject to much tive proposals are being
debate in recent history. In rushed through Congress and
2008 the Supreme Court are based entirely on the
declared that the Second emotions surrounding the
Amendment is not only a col- tragic Newtown shooting.
lective right but also that gun They have little regard for
ownership is also a right of effectiveness or constitutionthe individual. At the time ality. A few actions might be
Obama,
a
useful in curbYet, doing away with
Presidential
ing some gun hopeful ,
related violence
a constitutional liberapproved of
such
as a crackty is too great a price
the Supreme
down on gun
to pay - especially
Court's ruling
trafficking and
when the legislative
saying that "if
greater educa we act respontion
on securing
proposals will not be
sibly, we can
weapons.
But as
effective anyway.
both protect
the
nation
the constitutional right to moves forward from recent
bear arms and keep our com- tragedies it is imperative our
munities and our children political leaders remember
safe."
the difference between the
While the 2008 ruling rights and liberties of the
could not have predicted the many law abiding citizens
tragedies that would occur and not the few who , for
just a few years later, it also whatever reason, do not or
had nothing to do with them. cannot abide by such laws.
President Obama, in his sec- Vigilance, as opposed to the
ond term, however, has shown destruction of rights, is our
a disregard for what he once best defense against gun viosaw as a constitutional right. lence as it is impossible to
By looking to impose greater legislate evil and stupidity
gun control, the President is out of existence.
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Oscar-winning films skew controversial historical events for profit
save six American hostages
after Iranians stormed the
U.S. Embassy in Tehran in
This past Sunday, the 85th 1979.
Annual Academy Awards took
The plot involved the film place amidst the pomp and ing of a fake science fiction
circumstance of Hollywood. movie in the Iranian desert in
Some of the biggest winners of the hopes of smuggling the six
the night included films that hostages out of the country.
were based on historical Although the film is based on
events, such as "Argo," a true story and details the
"Lincoln" and "Zero Dark heroic actions of CIA Agent
Thirty." These films either Tony Mendez (played by Ben
detail actual historical events Affleck), it gives too much of
or portray a particular time in the credit for the operation to
history. Due to these portray- Mendez and the American
als of controversial times or CIA. In reality, Mendez and
events in our history, these the Americans played a minor
films have come under heat role in saving hostages.
from both film critics and
The Canadians, especially
American politicians, despite the Canadian Ambassador to
their commercial successes. Iran Ken Taylor, were the true
These experts have criticized heroes of this event. The six
the films for
American citihistorical inacDue to these portrayals zens were able
curacies, over- of controversial times or to escape from
dram at i z a the
Embassy
the
tions,
an events in our history, these before
obsession with films have come under heat Iranian occupaassigning
a from both film critics and tion and found
hero to every
safe haven in
American politicians,
major event,
Taylor's personand a desire to despite their commercial al
residence .
sacrifice the
successes.
For
months
truth in order
Taylor and his
to reap a larger profit. family risked their lives to
Although the directors and ensure the safety of these
writers have the right to artis- Americans while Canadian
tic expression in their portray- and American officials navial of these events , they also gated the political red tape to
have the r esponsibility to form an extraction plan.
maintain some semblance of Moreover, the Canadian govthe truth.
ernment took a huge political
Considering the amount of risk by issuing six fake passinfluence these filmmakers ports to these American citihave over the masses, they zens and risked international
often have the power to bring condemnation if the plan
previously unknown or rarely backfired.
discussed political and historiGranted, this operation
cal events into the public eye. was more than 30 years ago
It can be potentially danger- and was declassified in the
ous to bring these issues to 1990s so the public has access
light without showing the to the true story. However, the
whole truth .
only reason most people know
One of the most commer- of this heroic and unprececially successful and critically dented operation is because of
acclaimed films of the past the film. Instead of properly
year was "Argo." This political recognizing the contributions
thriller details the true story of Taylor and the Canadian
of an outlandish CIA plot to government, Hollywood would
JEFF SYBERTZ '13
STAFF WRITER

rather credit the individual
actions of a CIA agent. Since a
patriotic American spy is a
more intriguing protagonist
than a 60-year-old Canadian
foreign official, profit gave the
credit to the wrong hero.
"Lincoln" is another blockbuster that is expected to perform well at the Academy
Awards that has received
some flak for historical inaccuracies.
Unlike
"Argo,"
which focuses on one particular event, "Lincoln" details
the life and presidency of our
16th president. While "Argo"
could be considered a political
thriller, there is no doubt that
"Lincoln" is a work of historical fiction. Yet certain events
are dramatized or blatantly
inaccurate to enhance the
narrative and give more credit to Lincoln for the Northern
accomplishments during and
after the Civil War.
For example, in one scene,
two Conn. politicians vote
against the 13th Amendment.
This scene adds extra drama
to the film and details how
difficult it was for Lincoln to
gain consensus over the issue
of slavery within his own
party. There is only one problem: these two Conn. politicians actually voted in favor
of the 13th Amendment.
Once again, this historical
inaccuracy does not appear to
be a major crime against
humanity because it is one
minor detail in an event that
took place nearly 150 years
ago. Nonetheless, this film
has been acclaimed for its
educational capacities and
will be given to middle schools
and high schools around the
world. If it is receiving such
praise for its educational
capacity, shouldn't it be historically accurate?
The most successful and
controversial film of this
Oscar season is "Zero Dark
Thirty." This film details the
manhunt, capture, and murder of Osama Bin Laden by an

American SEAL team in 2011. tually all of the credit for the
Unlike the other two films, operation to a lone CIA agent
"Zero Dark Thirty" portrays and ignores the contributions
an incredibly recent political of the many of the other indievent that is part of the larger viduals and agencies involved.
War on Terror, which is still Bigelow's goal is not to
going on to this day.
encourage the use of torture
The murder of Bin Laden but many of her viewers will
was not a covert CIA opera - inherently make the connection or a biopic of a president tion between torture and
from the 19th century. It was progress. If Hollywood conarguably the most important vinces people that torture is
political event in US history legitimate, it can potentially
since September 11 and we allow the US government
are still living with its conse- more leeway in their pursuit
quences. There is a real polit- of terrorists.
ical and cultural importance
Even though these
to how people perceive this films are only based on true
movie. Most of the American stories and have no legal oblipublic view the raid on the gation to accurately portray
Pakistani compound as an every aspect of each event,
incredible political and mili- there should be some limits on
tary achievement and regard artistic license when dealing
the mission as a
with such consuccess, regardAlthough the directors troversial
less
of
the
episodes
in
and writers have the right
methods used
our
history.
to artistic expression in
to acquire inforBlockbuster
mation and the
films
are
their portrayal of these
international events, they also have the incredibly
laws violated to
influential in
responsibility to maintain
capture
Bin
modern
day
some semblance of the
Laden.
America.
This movie
These
films
truth.
details
the
are entertainextensive use of torture to ing, thought provoking, and
acquire intelligence about Bin can often reveal things that
Laden's whereabouts and, the "official story" often consimilar to "Argo," places a ceals. However, we, as conlarge amount of credit for the sumers, and the filmmakers ,
mission on the shoulders of as storytellers, have certain
one
heroic
CIA
agent. responsibilities.
Although Director Kathryn
We must realize that
Bigelow attempts to show that although they are based on
even the greatest political true stories, these films are
accomplishments
present still fiction and must not
complicated moral dilemmas, accept the portrayals as hisit intuitively implies that tor- torical fact. Fulfilling this
ture was essential to the oper- responsibility is virtually
ation and can produce imme- impossible.
diate results. Obviously, torHowever, the filmmakers'
ture was extensively used to responsibility of maintaining
capture Bin Laden, but some semblance of truth in
Bigelow also has the responsi- their works is not only possibility to show the countless ble, it is their duty. If they do
instances in which the not fulfill their obligation,
American torture and illegal they risk misinforming mildetention of civilians did not lions about issues as imporproduce significant results. tant as torture and the
Moreover, the movie gives vir- American role in the world.
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"Overdraft" screening moderates discussion on national deficit
CHLOE MILLER '14
NEWS EDITOR

Last Tuesday, Feb. 19 Trinity
sponsored a screening of the documentary "Overdraft" in the
Washington Room of Mather
Hall. The one-hour documentary
- a nonpartisan, factual exploration of America's deficit crisis was followed by a question and
answer panel discussion featuring two Trinity professors.
"Overdraft" was made by a public
television station with generous
support from The Travelers
Institute, the public policy
branch of Travelers Insurance
Companies. The film premiered
on PBS in August 2012 and is
slated to play until 2014. Since
October 2012 the film has been
screened at college campuses
across the country in an effort to
increase awareness and knowledge of the deficit crisis among
the
student
population.
President of the Travelers
Institute Joan Woodward has
been traveling the country introducing these screenings and
moderating panel discussions
afterwards.
The goal of "Overdraft" is to
present a straightforward picture
of the magnitude of our nation's
debt crisis. This is achieved

through first person accounts of
high-profile political leaders on
both sides of the aisle. President
Bill Clinton, Newark Mayor Cory
Booker, Senator Kent Conrad,
National Deficit Commission
leaders Erskine Bowles and Alan
Simpson, Brookings Institute
economist Alice Rivlin, and many
other public and private officials
offered clear explanations of the
many sources of the deficit.
The documentary is organized
into five main components that
make up the deficit: healthcare,
entitlement programs like social
security, defense spending, state
debts, and other Healthcare and
social security together make up
60 percent of the debt, so those
programs were the main focus of
discussion in the film. While the
film did not provide any grand
solution to solve the crisis, it did
pinpoint legislative activity that
has failed in the past and the
growing risk of letting the debt
spiral onwards. The equation is
simple: a deficit can only be
reduced by raising revenues
through taxes or cutting spending. The problem, of course, is
that no one is willing to implement the necessary changes,
especially as we're still recover
ing from the financial crisis and
recession of 2008.

After the screening of the documentary, Woodward opened up
a question-and-answer session.
Joined by Associate Professor of
Economics Mark Stater and
Associate Professor of Legal and
Policy Studies Adrienne Fulco,
the panel addressed audience
questions and also offered their
own opinions on the views presented in the film. "I was
extremely impressed with the
questions presented by Trinity
students," said Woodward, ''They
were not your typical 'Why
should I care?' questions. They
showed a high level of under
standing and insight."
Students asked for clarifica tion on why the U.S. healthcare
costs are so high, what kind of
crisis will have to happen to finally spur government action and
even proposed an international
bailout-type solution. In response
to what will finally spur us to
action, Stater answered that
unfortunately the U.S. will most
likely have to see a major catastrophe before both sides of the
political system realize they need
to
compromise.
'lb
this,
Woodward pointed out that the
international
credit-rating
agency already downgraded the
quality of the U.S. debt for the
first time in our nation's history,

which might have been seen as
the necessary catastrophe but
still hasn't spurred action.
The screening came in a timely manner because as a nation we
face another looming deadline
that might be that tipping point
to solve the problem: the
sequester. This political buzzword refers to a series of spending cuts that are set to take hold
on March 1, 2013 unless political
action is taken. They sequester
date was set as part of the
Budget Control Act of 2011, and
was delayed from its original
date of January 1, 2013 as a partial solution to the ''fiscal cliff."
However, the sequester is now
less than a week away and the
broken political system seems
unable to move anything for
ward.
Student involvement and
awareness of the deficit crisis is
one of the most important goals
of the "Overdraft" initiative.
Woodward explained that today's
students will be the ones to bear
the burden in future years, and
Travelers Institute sees it as
their responsibility to the public
to help spur education. The documentary is available in full on
You'fube and also comes with a
'l\vitter campaign (#Overdraft) to
engage students in the deficit

conversation. After the campus
tour of the film, Travelers
Institute will collect social media
data about the issue.
At Trinity the film was attended by dozens of students with a
variety of interest in the issue, as
well as many members of
Hartford's professional world.
Heavily
represented
was
Professor Chambers' American
National Government class, and
Fulco stressed that she will be
showing the film in future public
policy classes. Nick Celestin '16,
a member of Chambers' class,
used his knowledge of monetary
policy to comment on the film, ''I
think the deficit is very concerning, but given the current economic situation I feel as though
quantitative easing is necessary."
The deficit crisis is compounded by the short-term economic
recovery we need, as well as the
aging population of baby boomers
who will only need more healthcare and social security benefits
in the next ten years. The crisis is
obviously far from solved, but
through public awareness campaigns such as "Overdraft" and a
call for compromise in Congress,
our nation can start the longterm process of handling our
deficit and our stagnant political
system simultaneously.

Students volunteer at Peter's Retreat
Weekl1 Communit:Y Service Update
WANT TO SEE YOUR
NAME IN INK?

THEN
WRITE
FOR NEWS
CONTACT THE NE'WS
EDITORS!

ALIE SCHREIBER '13
STAFF WRITER

Peter's Retreat is a Hartford
organization that provides a
safe haven for impoverished
men and women living with
HIV and AIDS. David Pierce '13
and Nicole Sagullo '14 run a
community service program for
Trinity students to volunteer at
Peter's Retreat every other
week.
Peter's Retreat was founded
in 1988 with the goal of''helping
individuals and families living
with HIV/AIDS to receive the
comprehensive and compassionate services necessary to live
healthier lives and break the
cycle of homelessness." Peter's
Retreat is a subset of larger
charitable group called Hands
on Hartford, part of an international volunteer alliance.
Describing their patients
they say that, "All individuals
who come to Peter's Retreat live
in poverty, are HIV positive or
living with AIDS, have histories
of homelessness, and nearly
always have other complicating
health problems and disabilities. No one is denied housing
because of an inability to pay."
This unbelievable organization relies on volunteers to help
their mission. HIV and AIDS
are very isolating diseases.
Volunteers allow the patients to
interact with the Hartford community, which is an invaluable
gift.
When Trinity students volunteer, they usually socialize with
residents and help clean or decorate. Students also go to special events such as a pumpkin

carving party on Halloween.
When asked why he volunteers with the organization,
Pierce '13 explained, "I enjoy
going to b Peter's Retreat
because the people are so appreciative. They just like having
you there. It's fun to get to know
the residents on a personal
level."
Sagullo '14 added, "Peter's
Retreat is an incredible oppor
tunity. The residents are so
light-hearted and fun to be
around despite their circumstances. They make me laugh
and enjoy spending time with

the volunteers. I feel appreciated, and I love being involved in
the community. But I feel like I
get something back too."
Volunteers go to Peter's
Retreat almost every other
Friday at 2:30 p.m. until about
4:30 p.m., but you do not need to
attend every time. This is a
great way to interact with the
Hartford community and truly
help a group in need.
For more information on how
to volunteer, contact Nicole
Sagullo at nikkichs@msn.com or
David
Pierce
at
david.w.pierce@gmail.com.

COURTESY OF Alie Schreiber' 13
Sagullo '14 and Pierce '13 pose at an October event with the charity Peter's Retreat.
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Call for students at Spring Weekend
ELAINA ROLLINS '16
NEWS EDITOR

Barnyard Entertainment is
already busy preparing . for
Trinity College's famous
Spring
Weekend,
and
Barnyard needs students
across campus to make the
event the best Weekend yet.
Barnyard, a branch of
Trinity's Student Government
Association (SGA), hosts a
variety of popular events
throughout the school year,
including the Welcome Back
Dance and 80s Night. This
year,
Barnyard's Spring
Weekend will begin on Friday,
April 19 and finish on Sunday,
April 21.
Chair of Barnyard Will Cha
'13 explained that the events
this year will be very different
from those in the past. He
stated that, ''It's going to be an
action packed Friday and
Saturday." Barnyard wants
every day to be as fun as pos·
sible leading up to the main
concert on Saturday. To go
along with all this action, the
theme for this year's Weekend
is Electric Carnival. This
theme will bring together an
"electric component," as Cha
explains, as well as a carnival
component. The Electric
Carnival atmosphere will
"add flavor" and "spice things
up."
Barnyard has confirmed

that BantamFest will take
place on the Friday of Spring
Weekend at 4:30 p.m. on the
Main Quad. This is the event
where SGA really wants
Trinity students to get
involved. SGA is calling for all
student bands, singers, a cap·
pella groups, dance groups, or
ensemble groups to apply to
perform on the Quad during
BantamFest. The goal is to
create a lively, energetic, and
spirited atmosphere to kick off
the weekend.
To go along with these stu·
dent performers, Barnyard is
allowing student organiza ·
tions to host booths or vendor
spots during BantamFest.
These vendors can host a vari·
ety of fun activities, such as a
hookah spot or cultural food
table. Student organizations
on campus should considering
applying to be a BantamFest
vendor if they are looking to
promote their group.
To prepare for the Saturday
Concert, Barnyard is search·
ing for a lineup of student DJ
openers. Any student DJs on
campus have the chance to
enliven the entire student
body before performers like
Three 6 Mafia, Chiddy Bang,
and Major Lazer - the 2011
main musical guests. After all
the applications are received,
Barnyard will narrow down
the DJs to a maximum of six
finalists. Each DJ who is

selected to be a finalist will get
the chance to be in a showcase
at a venue on campus during a
weekend prior to Spring
Weekend. Students will then
cast their vote for their
favorite
performer.
Cha
explained that Barnyard will
be "considering the general
vibe, the quality, and original·
ity of the tracks."
For the artistic students on
campus, Barnyard is accept·
ing shirt designs for the annu·
al Spring Weekend tank tops
that will be sold in the weeks
leading up to the event.
Applicants have lots of free
reign to experiment with their
designs. The only rules are
that the design must reflect
the 2013 theme - Electric
Carnival. Also, designs must
have no alcohol or drug references.
All students who wish to
apply to be a student vendor,
student DJ, student performer
or T-Shirt design applicant
must submit their work to
Barnyard via email by March
6 at 11:59 p.m. Specific appli·
cation instructions can be
found in an email sent out by
SGA on Feb. 19. Barnyard will
release the detailed schedule
and headliner performers
sometime in March. In the
meantime, students can check
the Barnyard Facebook page
for updates and news regard·
ing Spring Weekend.

News In Brief
Nonprofit Plans Trip to Mars

Political Tension Over Cuts

The Inspiration Mars Foundation, a
nonprofit organization, will host a
press conference next week to announce
a plan for a trip to Mars. The anticipat·
ed trip, ''Mission for America," would
hopefully take place in January 2018.
Although the Foundation's press state·
ment did not explicitly mention human
travelers, it does say that the organiza·
tion "is committed to accelerating
America's human exploration of space
as a critical catalyst for future growth."

Political division is growing as
Congress approaches the imminent
battle over budget cuts. Compromise
seems less likely, especially after the
latest Presidential weekly address
and Republican response. President
Obama stated on Friday, Feb. 22 that
Republicans "would rather let [bud·
get] cuts fall.. . on the middle class."
Republican senator John Hoeven of
ND responded: "It was [the President]
who promoted ... the sequester."

Emory Faces Old Racial Tensions

Negative Press for the Vatican

Old wounds were reopened at Emory
University after its President, James
W. Wagner, published an article prais·
ing the 1787 three-fifths compromise as
an example of unity between polarized
people. Many Emory students argue
that the administration is insensitive
towards programs popular among
minority students. President Wagner
has since said that his article was "a
clumsy and regrettable mistake."

In the wake of Pope Benedict XVI's
resignation, the Italian media is
exploding with speculative reports on
Vatican scandals. The Vatican
Secretariat of State called the reports
"deplorable" and strongly refuted the
Italian media's claims. Some Vatican
experts speculate that the bad press is
actually "carefully orchestrated leaks"
meant to attack some papal candi ·
dates.

22 Poor Air Quality Days in UT

Conn. May Lower Alcohol Prices

Salt Lake County, a nature lover's
paradise, is facing air-quality issues.
Warm air in the area has trapped chem·
icals from emissions and pollutants
inside the sky. Wasatch Front, the corridor of Utah cities and towns, experi·
enced 22 days this winter in which pol·
lution levels surpassed federal air qual·
ity standards. Last year, only one day
had comparably poor air quality.

The Conn. Legislature's plan to
lower the minimum alcohol bottle
pricmg is drawing controversy.
Opponents of the law argue that keeping prices high helps protect individ ·
ual liquor stores from large chains.
Advocates point out that many con·
sumers travel into Massachusetts,
where there is no sales tax on alcohol,
to purchase the good.

1op·os
Trinity College is sad to announce the death of
Jason Davis, a beloved coUeagqe and member
of the Raether Ubrary staff.

Jason's mentors tn tne I'DP
peer-tutoring program remem6er h.im as "th.orough., frtena{y,
h.e(pfu{, ana [a] great guy.,,
Jason lived in Bristol, CT and worked as an
evening library technician at Trinity. He was
also studying to obtain a master's degree in
library science from Simmons College In
Boston.

Jason passea away tliis
past 'Tliursaay, :feb. 22.

Intercollegiate
Update
Bowdoin College

Dartmouth College

The Bowdoin Counseling Center
reported record numbers of students
using their services last semester.
Nearly 300 students used the center,
compared to 259 last semester. The
highest reported problem was anxiety
issues, followed by depression, stress,
and relationship troubles. Student
anxiety has been steadily rising.

Dartmouth hosted a Global
Health and Development case competition to provide solutions for
Peru's Mala Valley. Teams of students examine case studies and
present plausible solutions to issues
presented. The topic was inspired
by a school-sponsored trip to Peru
last year.

Tufts University

Wesleyan University

Tufts hosted a weekend-long
symposium on Public Inquiry and
International Citizenship. Studentmoderated panels focused on a
theme of "global health and security," and many prominent speakers
From over 100
were featured.
applicants, 53 students participated
in the event.

A Wesleyan senior field trip to
the Connecticut Science Center in
Hartford ended poorly when dozens
of students exhibited intoxicated
behavior, used drugs, vomited, and
inappropriately treated the museum
displays. The event was meant to be
a celebration for the senior class, and
has garnered local media attention.

Yale University

Williams College

Three Yale juniors were the winners of a campus culinary challenge
called The Final Cut, in which they
were given one hour to turn fish and
beans into a culinary delicacy with
"unique textures and flavors." The
judging panel included a "New York
Times" food writer and the students
won a $1000 prize.

William's Men for Consent
hosted ConsentFest this weekend,
which brought together representatives from NESCAC schools to discuss the rampant issue of rape and
sexual assault on colleges campuses.
Attendants discussed ways to raise
awareness and education across
campuses.
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The Mill Faculty Lecture Series: "Religion in American Politics''
IMMANUEL ADE OLA '14
ARTS EDITOR

The Mill Faculty Lecture
Series continued last Thursday,
Feb. 21 with a spirited debate on
"Religion in American Politics."
Professors of Religion Frank
Kirkpatrick and Mark Silk
attracted a great deal of students to what proved to be an
engaging discussion moderated
by Trinity College Chaplain
Allison Read.
It was clear from the start of
the debate that both professors
possessed the necessary qualifications. Professor Kirkpatrick is
a Trinity graduate who earned a
degree in religion after his graduation in 1964. He also has a
Master's Degree in Comparative
Religion
from
Columbia
University
and
Union
Theological Seminary and a
Ph.D. in Religious Studies from
Brown University. He has published numerous works in the
field of religious ethics and philosophy. Professor Silk graduated from Harvard in 1972 with
degrees in history and literature
and earned his Ph.D in medieval
history from Harvard in 1982.
Silk has also published numerous works in the field of religion,
specifically the role ofreligion in
American history and politics.
The depth of knowledge and the
well-established careers of both
professors was evident in the
level of excitement on the faces

of students and oth er faculty as
Ch aplain Read started with formal introductions.
The central question of the
debate was wh at role, if any,
should religion play in politics
and policy-making. The audience was unaware that both
men had agreed to adopt certain
personas before the debate in
order to highlight a stark contrast that would generate substance for a productive discussion. Professor Silk adopted the
liberal stance, which objects to
religious influence in the sphere
of politics and policy-making.
Professor Kirkpatrick adopted a
Christian conservative stance
which favors a major role for
religion in the political sphere
and the incorporation of religious values in policy-making.
Chaplain Read diversified her
questions with key topics that
have been intensely debated in
the American political sphere,
such as healthcare, gay marriage, taxation, women's reproductive rights, the framework of
the constitution and the role of
the government. Both scholars
exposited numerous fascinating
points on their prospective
stances on these issues.
Professor Silk argued that it
was not necessary to have religious values in order to be a
moral person. He further developed his argument by pointing
out that the First Amendment of
the U.S. Constitution guaran-

tees freedom of religion and referenced the Founding Fathers'
intention to keep Church and
State separate. One of the major
questions Ch aplain Read posed
to him was about his view of the
Affordable Care Act as a vehicle
of ch an ge th at has corrected
wh at many religious people
believe was a major wrong. It
was clear th at the expected
answer would include an admission th at religion might have
influenced h ealth care policy
making. However, Professor
Silk crafted a smart answer that
pointed to the financial benefits
of the law as a key motivator for
the law's successful passage
rather than religious reasons.
Professor Kirkpatrick argued
th at Church and State could not ·
be separate and that the country
was founded on religious values.
He advanced his argument further by posing the notion that
we derive morality from religious values. He argued that the
country would be better served
with a theocracy that modeled
that of John Winthrop's Puritan
society. He made a memorable
remark that resonated strongly
with the audience when said
that humans are "depraved
beings" and should never be left
to their own moral devices,
which drew a great deal of shock
and laughter from the audience.
Another shocking comment he
made was that he would remove
certain language in the First

Amendment that he found supported irreligion.
It
was
obvious
t h at
Kirkpatrick's views were on the
defensive for much of the
debate, causing him to cite as
much as possible from the Bible
and the Constitution. His
impressive citation of the Free
Exercise and Establishment
clauses found in the First
Amendment gave his argument
a convincing tone for much of
the debate.
After 45 minutes of an engaging back and forth between both
professors, the moderator finally
revealed to the audience that
they had adopted the personas
for the purpose of having an
exciting debate. Both professors
revealed that they are in mutual agreement about the absent
role religion should play in politics. They both conceded the fact
that religion does play a role in

the marketplace of ideas and
public discussion but attributed
that to individuals rather than
political institutions. The debate
itself might have possessed
sparks of electric intensity, but
the atmosphere was relaxed and
inviting. Food from El Serape,
wine, and music preceded the
anticipated showdown as people
made their way in to grab a
plate of food and find a seat
before the start of the debate.
The last 20 minutes were
devoted to an open forum where
audience members asked questions and made comments about
the adopted personas of both
professors or their real take on a
certain issue. The audience was
able to share in a few laughs and
ideas with the debaters and the
moderator, leaving the event
with a little more knowledge
about the vast field of religion
and politics.

COURTESY OF Travis Kotecco ' 14
Chaplain Read and Professor Kirkpatrick discuss the role of religion and politics.

Trinity senior showcases talent on student poetry reading tour
SOPHIE KATZMAN '14
STAFF WRITER

Last Thursday, Feb. 21 in
the Reese Room at the Smith
House, the Allan K. Smith
Reading Series kicked off the
semester with a reading by the
Connecticut Circuit Student
Poets. The Allan K. Smith
series is a set of five reading
events throughout the semes·
ter sponsored by the Trinity
College Allan K. Smith Writing
Center and the English
Department. The Connecticut
Poetry Circuit was established
in 1968, and each year it
selects five student poets from
colleges across Connecticut to
participate in a series of readings. These students' work is
also
published
in
the
Connecticut Review. In 2012,
Leslie Ahlstrand '12 won the
honor of reading for Trinity as
well.
This year's Conn. poetry cir·
cuit winners are Allegra
Berndt (UConn '14) Elizabeth
Norton
Sallee
(Wesleyan
University
'13),
Amanda
Schoen (University of Hartford
'13), Amelia Urry (Yale '13) and
Trinity's own Emma Phillips
'13. All the poets are active in
the English departments at
their respective schools, and
are the recipients of numerous
prizes and accolades.
Each of the girls performed a
collection of their poems ranging from many different subjects. The beauty in the performances came from the indi-

COURTESY OF Emma Phillips '13
Senior Emma Phillips travels on the Connecticut Poetry Circuit to read her poetry.

viduality of each poet's muse.
Urry comes from a family of
physicists, where she is the
only poet. She plays around
with myth in her poems. Many
of her inspirations come from
the sea, which influenced her
poem "Seal." She was also
inspired by the town of Soden
in Leo Tolstoy's renowned novel
"Anna Karenina ." In "Volto
Santo," which means Christ on
the crucifix, Urry talks about
suicide, and incorporates the
sea once again.
Berndt discussed how she
draws much of her inspiration
from the supernatural. Her
poems included images of
stars, visions, and things unexplained. She wrote of gravity
and magnetic force and other
supernatural anecdotes. For

instance, in one of her poems
she wrote of the magnetic force
that guides pigeons home and
in another she talked about the
rare formation of a German
road that caused multiple car
accidents in the same spot.
She incorporates complex phenomena that add beautiful
meaning to her poems beneath
the surface. In "The Whale,"
Berndt brings in biblical and
supernatural references to the
existence of a whale.
Schoen was inspired by a
home in which she spent a few
summers in Tennessee. She
described a beautiful image of
salmon and rain that brought
listeners to these sweet southern summers. She also toyed
with formal poetry, and iambic
pentameter. She had another

poem with explicit references
to cartography and Norse
mythology. One poem referenced her time at the Hialeah
Racetrek, which incorporated
her years as a professional
equestrian before entering college. In ''What you've Tamed"
she paints a beautiful portrait
of
chopping
down
the
Christmas tree with her father
and the way it mirrored their
relationship.
Sallee read a selection of
poems from her thesis, which
circles around the myth of
Persephone. Persephone is the
Greek goddess who is abducted
into the underworld. Her mother, Demeter, is the goddess of
harvest. Sallee is influenced by
the mother-daughter relationship of Persephone and
Demeter in her poems. She is
also influenced by the questions of sexuality, and plays
with the recurrent motifs of
smoke, water, and dreams. In
one of her poems, "Betsy, Come
to Breakfast," Sallee uses a
dream motif and also the myth
of Persephone.
Trinity's Phillips is influenced by her study of mathematics in her poetry. She is a
math major who did not start
writing poetry until her sophomore year at Trinity, when she
took Professor Ciaran Berry's
creative writing class. Her poet
influence is Polish poet laureate, Wislawa Szymborska, and
she started her reading with a
poem by Szymborska entitled
"Pi." This was a gesture to her

teachers from the math department who came to watch her
perform. In another poem, she
created an extended metaphor
of the terms she had trouble
understanding in her accounting class. In "The Magical
Disappearing Girl," Phillips
creates a wondrous portrait of
a disappearing girl with strong
metaphorical undertones.
Phillips is honored to have
been chosen and said, "My
favorite part [of the tour] was
hands down the reading at
Trinity. I was so thrilled to
have my friends, parents, and
professors attending and their
support meant a lot to me. I
also have really enjoyed get·
ting to know the other poets
and hear their work. We all
have such different styles and
it's very interesting to see what
other poets my age are working
on."
She credits Professor Berry
for a lot of her inspiration here
at Trinity. Berry praised the
event as, "A fine opening to the
Spring Reading Series in which
Emma Phillips did a great job
of representing Trinity and the
caliber of student writers we
have here."
Phillips and the other poets
have been travelling around
the state for the past month
reading their poems at different universities and public
venues.
The Allan K. Smith Reading
Series at Trinity continues
March 6 with a reading by
Eamon Grennan.
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At Trinity and around the world: Councilman James Callaghan
SERENA ELAVIA '14
STAFF WRITER

For some, life is a series of calculated
decisions that add to a designated career
path. For others, life is a collection of
partially random choices that accumu·
late into a desirable outcome. James
Callaghan '98 is someone who chose the
slightly random version of life, which is
why he is now president of the city coun·
cil in Narragansett, Rhode Island.
After serving as a prosecutor on the
criminal side in the Rhode Island
Attorney General's office for eight years,
Callaghan decided that he wanted a
career change and successfully ran a
campaign this past fall to win his seat.

COURTESY OF www.independentri.com
The Naipfnsett cf council holds. a public forum .

In addition to serving as the president,
which he notes is part·time but takes up
a large amount of time, Callaghan works
in private practice. Callaghan describes
campaigning as "a lot of fun," which
most politicians probably would not say.
Enjoying the personal aspect of it,
Callaghan says that campaigning allows
you to learn more about people than you
normally would while going door to door.
"It's a lot of hard work and you have to
be on your game every day, but I enjoyed
it more than I thought I would," says
Callaghan.
As president, Callaghan sets the
agenda for meetings and works with the
other five members to make sure that
everyone has a voice. The council's first
problem to tackle is restoring
Narragansett's finances , and like so
many other suburbs, controlling the
inflating pension systems.
After graduating in 1998, Callaghan,
armed with his degree in English and
Formal Organizations volunteered on a
political ca mpaign in Rhode Island.
Following his first exposure to cam·
paigning, he worked for the Rhode
Island Attorney General as an investiga ·
tor in the consumer protections division.
There comes a time though when a two
year out of college person is not quite
sure which direction they want their life
to move in. So what do all confused peo·
ple do? They go to California, and that's
exactly what Callaghan did. Callaghan
spent a few years in Los Angeles, trying
to figure out what he wanted to do with

his life, when he then decided to attend
American University's Washington
College of Law. Unable to stay away
from his home, Callaghan returned after
three years of study to clerk for the pre·
siding justice at t h e Rhode Island
Interior Court.
Another slightly random choice that
Callaghan made was his decision to
attend Trinity. His college tour mostly
consisted of southern schools in Virginia
and D.C., but on his drive back up to
Rhode Island, Callaghan and his broth·
er decided to stop at Trinity. He
describes his visit day as beautiful and
saw Trinity as a place with a "great
energy."
Excited
about
Trinity,
Callaghan was accepted and happily
accepted his letter of admission. Like so
many of us, Callaghan admits that he
was neither the most mature nor the
most focused student during his first
two years at college. Not knowing what
he wanted to do after graduation, but
interested in writing and politics, he
enrolled in as many classes as he could.
Eventually, he learned to be an adult.
''Looking back I would have liked to
have been more set on specific goals for
the future, but I just was not at that
stage in my life," he says. By taking a
variety of classes, Callaghan met differ·
ent kinds of people, which he says
taught him to get along with all types of
people and gave him the ability to move
in different circles. Meeting so many
people allowed him to form close bonds
with friends , who he says are all

COURTESY O F www.narragansettri.gov
Callaghan graduated from Trinity College in 1998.

"tremendous" people. While Callaghan
and his friends may have had a blast
during their time at Trinity, they contin·
ue to today as many of them attended
Callaghan's wedding a few years ago.
With so many different jobs ,
Callaghan has plenty of opportunity to
exercise his skills acquired at Trinity.
Whether it is with a client in his office,
or at home with his family, Callaghan
proves that he has the ability to tackle
any challenges thrown his way.

Oscars brings out the best and worst in Hollwood' s celebrities

Halle Berry: B+
Designer: Versace
Verdict: We commend the Bond girl style, but those
shoulder pads look like they came from the BO's

Channing Tatum: A
Designer: G ucci
Verdict: I mean, seriously, the guy won People
Magazine's "Sexiest Man Alive."

Jennifer Lawrence: A+
Design: Dior Haute Couture
Verdict: The dress is nothing special, but we give
her top marks for not looking like a bride.

Mark Andrews: BDesigner: Scottish War Garb
Verdict: We get it, you directed "Brave." Now
put on some pants.

Designer: Georgio Armani
Verdict: C looney cannot go wrong with the classic Armani tuxedo.

Kristen Stewart: C
Designer: Reem Acra
Verdict: The whole "just got out of bed look"
doesn't work for vampiric femme fatales, Kristen.

Quentin Tarantino: CDesigner: The local S&M Store
Verdict: We do not mind the deshevelled look,
but seriously? A leather tie?

Helena Bonham Carter: D+
Designer: Vivienne Westwood
Verdict: We know what you are trying to do
Helena, but please, stop.
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Food Dudes: Pond House Cafe offers filling food, great views
AMANDA KEYKO '14 &
CHRISTINA MITROPOULOS '13
STAFF WRITERS

Pond House Cafe is located in the
picturesque West Hartford Elizabeth
Park, an area neither of us had visited before. The untouched snow on the
ground added to the charming
scenery of our surroundings. As we
pulled into the park's long entryway,
we noticed a medley of West Hartford
locals - joggers, couples strolling,
and families walking their dogs.
The restaurant itself is situated
overlooking the park's pond. The fairly modern architecture of the building lies in contrast to the natural
beauty of the surrounding area. A
hostess greeted us upon our arrival
and immediately whisked us to a
table inside. Pond House Cafe boasts
a small, intimate dining experience.
In total, there were maybe 15 tables
at most. As we glanced around the

COURTESY OF Amanda Keyko ' 14
Pond House Cafe's modern menu brunch fare.

room, we noticed most of the tables
were filled with older couples and
families.
Rather than being handed laminated menus , we were each given a
tablet by our hostess, adding to the
modern vibe of the restaurant. Each
tablet was pre-programmed with the
Pond Hou se Cafe brunch menu. The
menu was very interactive and
allowed you to preview pictures of the
dishes available for brunch. It was
filled with an array of unique eggbased dishes mixed with classic
breakfast staples. After much debate,
we each finally made a decision.
Christina ordered the Roman Omelet,
and Amanda the BLT breakfast sandwich. The banana foster French toast
was so irresistible sounding that we
ordered one to share for the table.
After our waiter had taken our order,
he brought us Cajun-flavored popcorn, a special twist on an ordinary
breadbasket.
We then looked around and further
studied the decor of the Pond House
Cafe. The wall opposite our booth was
completely made of glas s and was
directly overlooking their pond. We
both agreed this would make a gorgeous spring dining venue, as proven
by the snowed-over tables on the
porch outside. A massive Andy Warhol
style painting of Jackie Kennedy was
hanging on the brick wall to our right.
Other smaller works of art decorated
the walls, but none were a s striking.
Within 20 minut es, our food was
brought out to us .
The large plates were pilled high
with food perfect for growling stomachs and we dug in immediately. After
sitting in silence for a few minutes,
we both exclaimed this was one of the
best brunches we have had thus far in
our Trinity experience. Amanda's
sandwich was filled with perfectly
melted cheese over two fried eggs

COURTESY O F Amanda Keyko '14
The stylish decor of Pond House Cafe is modern, trendy, and includes a Warhol Jackie O picture.

smothered in a pesto aioli sprinkled
with tomatoes a magically combina tion. It was served on an English muffin with roasted potatoes on the side.
Christina's omelet was stuffed with
artichoke hearts , goat cheese, roasted
red peppers, and spinach served with
a side of the same roasted potatoes
and a huge hunk of corn bread. Next,
we made our way to the giant plate of
French toast situated between the
two of us on our now overflowing
table. After the first bite, we both
knew we were in trouble . The French
toast was devoured instantly much to
our diet's dismay. By the end of our
meal, we were very satisfied.
When our server came to remove
our plates, he asked if we wanted to
look at their dessert menu. We politely declined, both of us unable to imag-

ine consuming any more food . Our
only disappointment came while waiting for our check to be processed - we
easily waited for over thirty minutes
for our change. Before we left , we took
some time to explore the back porch
and were able to capture some beaufr
ful pictures of the frozen pond a nd
s nowy surroundings. This picturesque moment brought u s hop e of
spring and we both imagined ours elves basking in the sun on the porch
of the Pond Hous e Cafe with flutes of
mimosas. Our decision to come back
was an obvious choice and we were
excited at the prospect of recommending Pond House Cafe to Trinity students. In addition to their fair prices,
we were thoroughly pleased with the
general atmosphere and the hearty
and delicious meals served to us.
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A mixed gender acapella group performs in Hamlin Hall. The hall is still used as a concert venue today.
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...answers your f\?ve questions
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Dear Dr. Trincest,
I've started dating a girl from
another school. She's great; smart,
funny, attractive, all of that. The distance thing, however, is starting to
wear on me. I don't know if I can trust
her, and in the end, trust myself. Do I
tough it out, or end it before it really
begins?
Sincerely,
Far, far away
Dear Far Away,
Long distance relationships are a

hard thing to do. There's a bunch of
factors to work in that most people
really don't think about when starting
a relationship like this. It's one thing
to date someone who lives an hour or
two away, but a whole other animal
when it's across the country, or even
the world. The first thing you have to
do is think if she's really worth it. Is
there something about her that you
don't see in anyone else at Trinity?
There are plenty of smart, funny, and
attractive girls here. Let's say she
really has that x-factor, and she's one
of a kind. Now let's go to a Saturday
night at Trinity. You've had a few
beers, the techno is bumping and
you're trudging through a fraternity
basement. All of a sudden you run into
that cute girl from your Intro to Law
class and she's giving you all the signs.
No one knows you've got a girlfriend
from another school, and there's no
way she'll figure it out. Decision time,
my friend. Do you stay or do you go? If
you think that you'd stay, don't do it.
Save the poor girl from the other
school the heartache. But if you'll have
a friendly conversation, say goodbye,
and carry on with your night, you may
just be in the right kind of relationship. I will say this: you're in college.
This is the only time in your life where
you can make horrible, horrible decisions, and still not have real conse·
quences. There's always more fish in

The Notre Dame Master of Science in Business.
Plug into the graduate business degree for non-business majors with
little to no work experience. This intense, 11-month course of study
will give you a master's level understanding of core business tenets.
And the skills you develop will complement all that you learned and
the talents you sharpened as an undergraduate. The result? Your
appeal to potential employers will come through loud and clear.
CLASSES BEGIN IN JUNE. FINAL DEADLINE: MARCH 11.
Get application information at msb.nd.edu or call 574.631.8488.

~UNIVERSITY

~NOTRE
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DAME.

Mendoza College of Business
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the sea, but everyone's different.
Safe travels,
Dr. Trincest
Dear Dr. Trincest,
I've had a class with a girl I like for
a couple of semesters now. I've graduated from stealing glances at her to
finally being able to say hi in passing
on the long walk, yet I've never really
had a conversation with her. How can
I approach this so I don't sound like
some creep?
Sincerely,
Scholastic Love
Dear Scholastic Love,
I think this is a phenomenon more
prominent at larger schools, where
some students can go the entire way
through college without even seeing
some of the other students. At Trinity,
there are far less than six degrees of
separation. This, actually, can work to
your advantage. First, before you do
anything, has she given any indication
that she's interested? I'm not talking
about a love note slipped to you in your
Chaucer class, but have you caught
her staring? It doesn't need to be concrete necessarily, coyness is the name
of the game. If there is any sort of indication, get some common ground. Be
bold and mighty forces will come to
your aid. You've got to know someone
who knows her, at least a little bit.
Find some common interest, and spark
up a 30 second conversation walking
out of class. Why not? It's harmless.
Don't go all gung ho on her and ask her
to Max's for a five course meal, but get
to know her a bit, and more importantly let her get to know you. When you
think the time is right, ask her if she
wants to grab a coffee with you. Yeah

it's a bit cliche, but newsflash big guy:
girls do enjoy a bit of the cliche. I mean
Disney and the O.C. basically pumped
these ideas in their minds. If she says
yes, then it's up to you buddy. You're
introduced, now go get 'em tiger. If she
said she had something to do, just take
it as that. Don't take it as a challenge,
don't take it as blowing her off. If she
asks to reschedule, say no problem and
exchange numbers (cha-ching). If she
says no, like straight out,not-interested-bud-leave-me alone no, take it as a
no. Just trust me on that. Good luck.
Sincerely,
Dr. Trincest
Dear Dr. Trincest,
I just found out that my boyfriend
of three months is impotent. It's not
like we are trying to have kids or anything, but I feel as though I am losing
the passion that I once had for him.
Any advice?
Sincerely,
Spermless from Seattle
Dear Spermless,
What's the big deal? If he's impotent, I'm pretty sure that's a plus as a
college aged girl. Think about it, no
uncomfortable conversation with mom,
no obligatory betrothal, and above all,
no ruining of your life. Seriously, take
this as a blessing. I guess it takes
away some of the romanticism, the
idea that this could be the "one," but
it's not even remotely important in the
current scope of things. Just thank
your lucky stars you aren't asking
about the current laws on child support payments.
Sincerely,
Dr. Trincest
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''This Must Be The Place" has beauty but not much behind it
ZACH HAINES '14
STAFF WRJTER

How do I begin to describe
"This Must Be the Place," the
2011 English-language debut
from Italian director and
screenwriter Paolo Sorrentino
"The Consequences of Love
The Family Friend, Il divo" In
the very first scene, we see
Cheyenne (played by two-time
Academy Award-winner Sean
Penn), a now retired rock n'
roll legend, apply dark eyeliner
and lipstick and tease out his
matted, over-processed black
hair. We can almost immediately discern that this glam rock visage (a la Siouxsie Sioux
circa 1980) is nothing more
than the bittersweet remnants
of a career that, despite garnering Cheyenne a cult of
worldwide
admirers,
has
proven rather destructive and
exhausting. At this point in
time, Cheyenne hasn't even
touched a guitar in years.
Instead, he has resigned him self to a life of television,
frozen pizzas, and pieces of
expensive exercise equipment
that spend more time draped
in plastic tarp than being used.
His wife Jane ( played by
Academy
Award-winner
Frances McDormand) tells
Cheyenne that maybe he's
depressed - or maybe he's just
bored.
It isn't until Cheyenne

receives word that his father,
from whom he had long been
estranged, has died that he is
finally swept out of the crippling monotony of his life in
retirement. He travels from
rock-royalty
mansion
in
Dublin back to the states,
where he is greeted by one of
father's last remaining confidantes, a rather gruff Nazi
hunter by the name of
Mordecai Midler (played by
Judd Hirsch). Cheyenne learns
from Midler that his father, a
survivor of the Holocaust, had
devoted the final years of his
life to tracking down Alois
Lange, an SS guard from
Auschwitz who had never
properly been brought to justice.
Midler
convinces
Cheyenne pick up where his
father left off and see to it that
his last wishes not go unfulfilled.
Here's where things get a
little hazy: Cheyenne sets on
an odyssey across America to
avenge his father. His trek is
governed by a series of tips and
leads that seem to arise from
nowhere, and his interactions
with other characters along
the way always seem to bear
little purpose or relation to
father's. He pays a visit to
Lange's former wife Joyce Van
Patten, an encounter that
results in nothing but a stale
few minutes of rather abstract
dialogue. He somehow is car-

ried out of this chapter of the
film - which, if I'm not mistaken, takes place in some
abysmal region of Michigan into the next, where we find
Cheyenne in the Southwest
tracking down Lange's granddaughter, Rachel (played by
Kerry Condon). There again
we are hit with a lot of rather
weighty dialogue between two
characters whose relationship
the filmmakers haven't committed to establish with any
certain discernable degree of
focus.
The problem, I think, is
that too much importance was
placed on film's soundtrack stunning as it was, having
been furnished by David Byrne
of The Talking Heads (who
makes a cameo in the film to
perform the eponymous track
"This Must Be the Place" live)
and Will Oldham, a.k.a.
Bonnie "Prince" Billy. What
the film inevitably turned into
was a series of vignettes built
around a particular song.
Though this strategy can do
wonders for the character of
individual scenes, it can also
be detrimental to the cohesion
of a film as a whole - sadly, I
found the latter to be true with
"This Must Be The Place." The
filmmakers seemed to have
sacrificed certain elements of
the plot in order to serve their
precious musical substructure.
I will say that, disjointed-

ness aside, this film does
exhibit tremendous personality. The filmmakers - namely,
the Director and Screenplay
Writer Paolo Sorrentino and
his
co-writer
Umberto
Contarello - have injected the
film with their own wonderful
sense of humor. Also, as a travel story, this film is undeniably
captivating, full of gorgeous
scenes of the open roads and
dramatic
vistas
of
the
American
countryside.
Sorrentino's ability to fabricate
a truly American journey - one
that spans the nation from
coast to coast, exploring locales
that many Americans never
actually get to see - is extraordinary, especially for an Italian
working for the very first time
in English.
All of the filmmakers' decisions - for better or worse - are
pinned together by the genius
of Sean Penn. As one of the

greatest character actors of our
time, he truly sinks his teeth
into the character of Cheyenne
and hangs on till the film's
final frames. You may deem
the character he has created
either endearing or grating (for
me, it was a combination of the
two), but you can rest assured
knowing that at least Penn is
consistent in his delivery. All of
these phenomenal aspects
combined - soundtrack, cinematography, setting, Sean
Penn - seem like they should
add up to a winner, and maybe
for some of you they do. I, on
the other hand, would like to
see Sorrentino lavish a bit
more attention on plot development and dialogue (I don't
mean to be too harsh, I know
it's his first go at an English
script) next time. "This Must
Be the Place" shows that
Sorrentino's got style, but I'd
like to see the rest follow suit.

COURTESY OF www.movies.yahoo.com
"This Must Be the Place" is Director Sorrentino's English-language debut.
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Trinity College Dance Company gives outstanding performance
IMMANUEL ADEOLA '14

all choreographed by members of the
company. Some of the choreographed
pieces were collaborative efforts
between members of the dance company whileother pieces were solo efforts.
The members all ensure that they fully
understand and practice the pieces
they will perform. Out of the ten pieces
they performed "Fever," "Countdown,"
and "Go On" were full pieces, or pieces
that were performed by all members of
the dance company. The other seven
were pieces performed by different
groups of people within the dance com pany.
Each member has different styles
that they learned from their respective
walks of life, ranging from jazz, hiphop, tap, and lyrical. One of the
strengths of the dance company is that
they are always able to learn from each
other, despite their different back-

ARTS EDITOR

This past weekend, the Trinity
College Dance Company held their
annual dance performance in the
Trinity Commons Performance Lab.
The title of their show was "Musical
Accompaniment." The title reflects the
invitation of singers to the show as
guest performers. The dance company
has collaborated with other student
groups on campus but this show is the
biggest and most important perform ance show featured by the dance com pany each year. It also featured one of
Trinity College's all-female vocal
groups, the Trinitones. The a capella
group provided vocal accompaniment
to the already impressive dance performance
The show featured ten dance pieces,

grounds. This is why all their pieces
are choreographed by members within
their group. They work hard, practicing three times a week in the Trinity
Commons.
They live up to their goal of striving
to maintain, diversify, and improve
dance. This myriad of different techniques is very apparent when they
dance and augments their performance
by showcasing innovative fusions of
classic techniques. This, in combina tion with the live a cappella music, set
the show apart from more traditional
performances as it was able to showcase a variety of different art forms
and disciplines. The crowd certainly
enjoyed it as the troupe was greeted
with great applause after each number.
Tripod was able to sit down with
Jynette DeMarco '13, one of the members of the dance company. Jynette

started dancing at a young age, but the
hobby stuck with her through her teen
years and even into college. Although
she is a double major in Hispanic
Studies and Economics, Jynette still
loves to dance, and does so as often as
she can because she knows that for her
and certain members in the group,
time is closing in. She points out that
she loves dancing but it is unlikely that
she will be able to dance after college.
In fact, many of the members are not
theater and dance major but rather
just girls who grew up dancing and
stuck with it.
The
Trinity
College
Dance
Company also performs in basketball
games and many other events around
campus. The show proved to be a great
success, and many people seemed to be
impressed with this talented group of
students.

COURTESY OF Quincy Clegg ' 16

COURTESY OF Quincy Clegg '16

M embers of th e Trinity College Dance C ompany d o all of the group's cho reography for shows.

Each dancer on the team comes from different walks of life but all share in each other' s culture.

This summer, earn 10 credits
while you gain valuable work
experience as an intern.
Complete coursework that is relevant
to your future career-and apply that
knowledge directly in practice.
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International Studies
Politics, Public Policy & Law
Psychology & Social Policy
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Bantam artist of the week: Musician Austin Tewksbury '13
POOJA SAVANSUKHA '15
STAFF WRITER

Austin Tewksbury '13 has been an
major contributor to Trinity's perform ance arts programs since his first year
on campus. His confident attitude is
sometimes overshadowed by the image
of a humble and modest student, yet his
firm mastery of music and talent as a
musician has impressed many of his
professors and peers across campus.
Tewksbury began his artistic career
in the fourth grade when he learned to
play the Euphonium, a wind brass
instrument that resembles the baritone
horn. He joined his school band and
impressed many of his friends with his
abilities. He learned how to play the
guitar in high school and also enjoys
playing the drums and piano. Many
struggle to learn how to master one
instrument but Tewksbury learned to
play and master four. This is a major
testament to his discipline, musical ear
and proficiency with music. Tewksbury
was not only a member of his high
school band, but also an actor. He performed in musicals such as "Beauty and
the Beast and", and "Guys and Dolls."
One of his the roles he enjoyed most
playing was 'Riff' in "Westside Story''
which he performed over the summer at
the Belding Theater in Hartford,

Connecticut.
At Trinity, he recently performed in
two of the Spring 2013 musicals, "Cox
and Box" and "Company," two extraordinary performances on campus. Last
semester, he was also the guitarist for
Rent, a successful musical that enjoyed
a successful debut at Trinity. Tewksbury
enjoys adopting almost any role in plays
and musicals, a praiseworthy attitude.
While most artists do have specific preferences, his humility and flexibility as
an artist makes him stand out from his
peers. As Director of the Accidentals,
one of the a cappella groups on campus,
he has carried on the legacy left by
Trinity graduates Elliot Faust '12 and
Kyle Beek '12. His performances at concerts often attract many students who
appreciate his vocal talents.
In his free time, Tewksbury writes
his own lyrics and composes music.
These are spontaneous outbursts of creativity and his mood as well as personal
words and phrases impacts the music
that he puts together. He has not performed any of his works before, but
would love to do so at The Mill or the
Fred, perhaps before he graduates in
May, so keep a look out for these for
they will be worth watching!
Music is an ideal tool for self-expression that gives Tewksbury the freedom
to get philosophical and test new ideas,

but it is not his only passion. He is also
passionate
about
the
sciences.
Tewksbury believes that anybody can
study science if they put their mind to
it. Science according to Tewksbury, ''has
an interesting power to explain our
daily lives," and this idea encouraged
him to be a pre-med student that double
majors in music; making him the quintessential liberal arts student in this
respect. Music is often a stress release
tool for him as evident in his statement,
"song-writing keeps me sane."
Tewksbury hasn't decided his long

term plans as he is the type of person
who would like to go with the flow. He
would love to see his musical talents
take him further but his scientific
knowledge is also bound to assist his
career- building. Over the summer he
plans to work as a sled dog handler in
Alaska.
We at Trinity College will be privileged to have him amongst us only for a
few months more before he graduates.
I encourage all of you to take time to
get to know him more, or at least watch
his performances!

COURTESY O F Pooja Savansukha '15
Austin Tewksbury ' 13 is a talented artist who has actively participated in the arts at Trinity College.

··soo Miles.. -The Talkina Heads
"Country Roads .. -John Denver
"Holiday from Real" -Jacks Mannequin
''American Pie .. -Don McLean
"Homeword Bound .. -Simon & Garfunkel
"Ride Wit" Me.. -Nelly
"Thunder Road·· -Bruce SPrinesteen
"Heart of Life•• -John Mayer
"A Little Help from MY Friends·· -The Beatles

"BEASTS OF THE SOUTHERN WILD"
Tuesday, Feb. 26, 7:30 p.m.

"Get Back·· -Ludacris

"PLEASANTVILLE"
Wednesday, Feb. 27, 7:30 p.m.
"ANNA KARENINA"
Thursday, Feb. 28, 7:30 p.m.
Friday, March 1, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 2, 2:30 & 7:30
p.m.
"RUST AND BONE"
Sunday, March 3, 7:30 p.m.
Monday, March 4, 7:30 p.m.
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Men's Ice Hockey beats Wesleyan, advances to semi-finals
OLLIE ROTHMANN '16
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Bantams came into
Saturday afternoon's quarterfinal NESCAC playoff game seeded No. 3, with an overall record
of 14-6-3 and a league record of
11-4-3. They were squared up
against the seventh seeded
Cardinals of Wesleyan who they
have played twice in the past
month, splitting the first two
games, leading up to Saturday's
action. What could be better
than a round three fight to
determine the better team during the quarterfinals in the
NESCAC playoffs?
About ten minutes before
puck drop, the Wesleyan fans
stormed into the Koeppel
Community Sports Center. I
was concerned that it was going
to be a virtual home game for
the Cardinals, but I was proven
wrong when moments before
the game began, Trinity Alumni
and students entered the rink in
their gold and navy, strongly out
numbering the red and black. It
was definitely a playoff atmosphere on the ice and in the
stands as the groups from both
schools chanted at one another,
then turned their focus to their
teams when the puck dropped.
The Bants came out on a
mission in the first period on a
two on one rush down the ice

and a goal that sent the goalie's
water bottle flying by Captain
Jeffery Menard '13 only two
minutes and 30 seconds into the
game. Menard's goal was the
only tally of the first frame
between both teams. The
Bantams owned the first period,
with Goaltender, Benjamin
Coulthard '14 making some
spectacular saves to keep the
Cardinals off of the scoreboard.
The Bantams started the
second period one man down
because of a carry over penalty.
The Cardinals could not take
advantage of their first power
play, but then the Bants got
caught with too many men on
the ice, giving the Cardinals a
chance to redeem themselves
and they did. They scored 30
seconds into their second power
play tying the game at one. This
goal seemed to change the tide
of the game in favor of the
Wesleyan Cardinals as they
went on to score two more times
before the final buzzer of the
second period went off.
During the second intermission, I had the chance to speak
with injured Forward Jimmy
Burt '16 and he told me, ''They
got real creative in their offensive zone during that period. We
will find an answer during the
third period."
Heading into the third period there was a sense of urgency

that was felt throughout the
Koeppel Community Sports
Center. Everyone knew that in
order for the Bantams to win
this game, they were going to
have to put a quick goal on the
board. The fan's prayers were
answered by Forward Conor
Coveney '15 as he scored on the
power play to bring the
Bantams back to within one
goal. Right as everyone thought
that Trinity was back in the
game, the Cardinals scored
again increasing their lead to
two goals with 12 minutes
remaining. It was not until late
in the period when Captain,
Forward Zachary Lombardi '13
scored with seven minutes
remaining in the game to pull
Trinity back within one goal.
For the last five minutes of the
game both teams created great
scoring chances, but could not
put the puck in the net. Then
with a little over one minute
remaining in the game, the
Wesleyan Cardinals called a
time out before a faceoff in their
own zone. Trinity came out from
the timeout with their Goalie
pulled creating a man advantage.
The risk paid off as the puck
was won off the draw and
passed to Forward John
Hawkrigg '13 at the blue line as
he slapped the puck into the top
right corner of the goal to tie the

game up with under one minute
to play. As the clock ran down to
zero, both teams went back into
their locker rooms to prepare for
sudden death period that would
send the losers packing.
The overtime session began
with both teams fighting to keep
their seasons alive. Once again,
Coulthard came up with some
spectacular saves in order to
keep the puck out of his net.
Then finally after much anticipation, Trinity won the puck off
of the faceoff in the Wesleyan
zone, and Hawkrigg picked the
puck up, wrapped it around the
back of the goal, and through
the goalies legs to win the game.
As you can imagine the
Bantams erupted from the

bench and even some fans ran
onto the ice to celebrate a hard
fought, playoff win for the
Bants. Coulthard ended the
game with 37 saves as he kept
the Bantams in it throughout
regulation and overtime.
I asked Defender Mike
Flynn '15 how they were able to
fight back after the second period, and he told me, ''We've
always been a third period team
all year and weren't going down
without a fight. You have to
believe."
The Bantams advance onto
the semi-final round, as they
will face off against the number
two seeded Ephs of Williams
College on Saturday, March 2 at
4p.m.

O.ot Sports?
fhett write for Sports.
Cotttact:
Nicholas.Auerbach6)trittcoll.edu
Frederick.ffarvey6)trittcoll.edu

Men's Swim team caps off season at NESCAC Championships
freestyle relay.
Despite finishing last in
the NESCAC Championships,
the Men's Swimming and
Diving season had its highlights. They finished the season with an overall record of
5-5 and are set to return all
members of this year's team

BART HARVEY '16

SPORTS EDITOR
Nick Celestin ' 16 was the
star of Trinity College Men's
Swimming and Diving team
this past weekend during the
New England Small College
Athletic
Conference
Championships (NESCAC) .
Celestin broke multiple swim ming records for Trinity
College and helped the
Bantams place 11th among
team standings. Meanwhile,
Williams College was able to
capture their 11th straight
NESCAC championship in
Men's Swimming and Diving
with a total of 1,936.5 points.
Celestin's leg of the 400yard medley relay set a new
Bantam record with a time of
51.65 in addition to provisionally qualifying for the NCAA
Division III Championships.
With the help of co-captains
Mark
Yanagisawa
'14,
Brendan Kelley '14, and Max
Ma ' 14, Celestin broke the
Trinity record in the 400-yard
medley relay with a time of
3:33.04. Celestin led off the
200-yard medley relay with a
time of 23.99, breaking the
College record in the 50-yard
backstroke and added another
record- breaking performance
with a College record time of
51.65 in the 100-yard butterfly, contributing 11 points to
the Bantams total.
The backstroke perform ance paired with the respective times of co-captain John
Feminella ' 13, Kelley and Ma
broke the Trinity record in the

(!]

COURTESY OF www.athletics.trincoll.edu
Brendan Kelley '14 helped multiple relay teams break Trinity's school record .

200-yard medley relay with a
time of 1:36.11. Celestin also
placed fourth overall in the
200-yard butterfly with a time
of 1:53.58, while Yanagisawa
finished 12th with a time of
1:55.52, combining for 41
overall points added to
Trinity's score.
Carl Gibney '16 and
Yanagisawa finished side-byside in the 200-yard individual medley in the C pool, placing 19th and 20th with times
of 2:01.51 and 2:01.70 respectively. Max Ma added 12
points to Trinity's overall
score after finishing 15th in
the 100-yard breaststroke
with
a
time
of
1:00.92.Celestin tacked on
another 11 points, placing

16th in the 100-yard backstroke with a time of 52.90.
Celestin, Gibney, Ma and
Yanagisawa teamed up to finish 11th in the 800-yard
freestyle relay with a time of
7:16.61 to add 38 points to the
Bantams overall score. Ma,
showing his versatility, finished 12th in the 200-yard
breastroke with a time of
2:09.11, tacking on fifteen
more points. Mac McCarthy
'14 added 14 points in the 3meter diving competition, finishing 13th overall. The two
freshmen,
Gibney
and
Celestin, helped Trinity add
another 40 points to their
total after teaming up with
Kelley and Feminella to finish
10th overall in the 400-yard
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except for the lone senior,
John Feminella. The futures
of Celestin and Gibney look
very promising, and will help
the team to excel next year as
certain swimmers move on to
the NCAA Division III
Championships on March 23.

•
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Individual
Highlights
Equestrian: The Trinity College Equestrian Team
got its first ever National Qualifier. Jen Dorfman' 14
is heading to Nationals May 2-5 in Harrisburg, Penn.
to compete for the Cacchione Cup. She will also be
competing in the Regional Qualifiers (taking place on
March 3) in the Open Flat and Fences alongside
other members of the Equestrian team.

Swimming and Diving: Emily Johnson '14 qualified for the Regional Competition in the one and
three meter dives based on her performance in the
NESCAC Championships. If she places well in
Regionals, she could earn herself a qualifier into the
Nationals competition.
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Inside Sports:
Meµ's, Hqckey,.
Menrs, swi~m.i~g
and more
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Trinity Bantams Triumph, Win 14th National Championship
continued from page 1

A humble
Zayad El
Shorafy '16, who clinched the
title for the Bantams, felt that
"being part of the National
Championship team is a privilege - you can't ask for more
than that." The freshman also
explained that after "losing
the streak last year [. . .]
everyone was hungrier than
ever before, and being in my
first year at Trinity College, I
was just as hungry as the others, because it's an incredible
family - once you join it,
you're in. You're in with all
your feelings, you're in with
all your attachment, you're in
with all your loyalty." Another
Trinity
fr eshman ,
Juan
Va rgas '16, was considered t o
b e the hero of t h e m a tch.
Jonca (pronounced Wonka), as
h e's known by his tea mma t es,
elevat ed h is level of play t o
a n other
level
again st
H a r vard' s
highly
t outed
Bra ndon McLau ghlin '14 a t
the No. 2 spot. Expected to
lose, Vargas su r prisingly won
h is ma tch 3-1 a nd put his
t eam up 4-2 . This allowed
Trinity to make its final push,
wanting so badly to make up
for last year's disappointing
end to the season.
Reflecting on his team' s

COURTESY OF Matt Mackin '14
The Trinity College Men's squash team beat Harvard to claim the Potter Cup and their 14th National C hampionship.

fir st
championship since
2011 , Coach Assaia nte said,
"I wanted this fo r the guys
a nd I wa nted this for Trinity.
To see them work so hard and
to be able to savor this
moment .. .it was my dream."
Assaiante had always been
more realistic than most,

explaining in his autobiogra·
phy "Run to the Roar" that
the end of the streak wa s
inevitable, but offered this: "I
always dreamed that we'd
come back to win the National
Championship after losing it,
and here we are."
Flawless for 14 years, 252

SPRING WEEKEND 2013
When: Friday 4/19· Saturday 4/20
Wh"'°: L£C Quad, Main Quad. and Vernon St
DrtalledSchedule:TllA
Spring We kend Artists: TBA

...

«Sprin& Weekeod Sbirt Qesjp Contest»
Deadline to Submit March 6, 2013at11:59PM

'THE CONCERT WILL BE FREE ...THATS RIGHT, FREEi

« Student QJ Opener »

Get achance to design the 2013Spring Weekend tank tops!Express your creatiVity
and ort~nallty throu~ this design following this year's theme orElertric Carnival.
Deadli eto Submit Marth 6, 2013at11:59PM
The winning design will be featured on the Spring Weekend tanks, which will be
sold leading upto the Weekend.Please send your design to
Calling all Trinlfy College student Dis! Get an opportunify to open the Spring
baniyaa!swl3@iJDajLcom with the subject line 'SW Shirt Design'. No alcohol or
Weekend Concert on April 20,2013. You must submtt at least three of your own
drug references v.ill be accepted.
original tracks In order to partkipate In the showcase.Please submlt alink
(Soundclou~ Bandcamp, YouTub~ Vbneo,etc] of yourson~ to

« Student Vendors »

barn,wdsw13@&JDa!Lcorn w1th the subject line 'SW Dj',

« Performers on the Quad »

Trinity College Bantams
Schedule
Men's Swimming and Diving
Mar. 1
NCAA Regional Diving
Championships at Springfield

Friday 4/19: MtrllOOll festlval oa die Main QUiii and 111 ev•nlQC event on

Vernon St.
Saturday 4/20: ~l'llOOll Concert

m a tches , a nd 13 n a tiona l
cha mpionships , it was a for·
gone conclus ion tha t the
Trinity College men's squash
team would d emolish their
competition and and the
dynasty would persist. Trinity
and winning became synony·
mous in the collegiate squash

community.
Perfectior
defined the Bantams; it hac
become their identity. Om
would have thought two yean
ago that the program's cur
rent slogan "Too Strong'
referred to how the team was
well, too strong - that is, toe
strong and too consistent tc
ever lose. However, on Jan
18, 2012, the unthinkablE
happened. The longest streak
in collegiate sports histor)
ended when the Yale Bulldog~
upset Trinity. After the initial
shock, most expected Trinity
to rebound from the loss and
go on to claim their 14th
Potter Trophy. Contrary tc
general expectations though,
on Feb. 16, 2012 , Princeton
University beat the No. 1
ranked Ba nta m s in the CSA
fin a le, u surping them as
nationa l cha mpions . M a n y
wondered whether Trinity's
reign was over following last
sea son's cr ushing losses, but
this sea son' s su ccess indicates what the t eam' s mantra
"Too Strong" really mean s. It
speaks to the t eam a nd th eir
coach's ch a racter. They a r e
"Too Strong" to fall apart, to
cra wl awa y after they've been
knocked down . They just get
right back up and keep fighting. This has become Trinity's
new identity.

Women's Indoor Track and Field
Mar. 1-2 ECAC Division III
Championship

Mar. 2

Men's Ice Hockey
at Williams, 1 p.m.

Deadline to Submit March 61 2013at11:59PM
Calling all Organizations (D be Vendors on the Main Quad on Friday Aprll 19, 2013

ofter classes.

Deadline to Submit: March 6, 2013at11:59PM

Calling all student musldans or dance groups to perform on the Main Quad during thr Apply to get abooth or aspot on the Main Quad during the BantamFes~ which will
take place on Friday Apr1l 19, 2013, starting at 4:30pm.Whether your organization
BanwmPest on Friday April 19, 2013 after classes.
wants to host ahookah spot provide culturally specific food. oran eating
competition
(let your creativity lllke over), It will be agreat way to promote your
We are welcoming all student bands, singers,ensemble groups. acappella groups.
organization
and get an amazing opportllnity to be part of making 2013Sprtng
dance groups, and more to perform durtng the BantamFest This will be agreat
opportun1tyto perform ln front of your peers during the most exciHng weekend at Weekend as amazing as possible! The appUcatto11 form Is attached. and please
submit the form to baro~rdswB@iJDall,cgm With the subject line "Student
Trinity College.You must submit aUve performance of your group from YouTube,
Vendor".
Vimeo, or any video pla~orm website In order to be considered. and please submit 'Organlzadonswill not be provided with electrical outlets.
the Unks to bim,vardeyl 3@~ajlrom with the subject line 'SW Performer'.
Please send any questions tohamxarc!sw13@&mnil rom and checkbut Trtnity
College Barnyard Entertainment Facebook Page for announcements and updates!
https;/lwww.facebook.coma dnCollbaroyan:leotertajnmcnt

Mar. 2-4

Men's Squash
CSA Individual
Championships

Wrestling
Mar. 2 NCAA Division III Regional
Championships at Worcester
Tech
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